THE MODIFIED LEAST-SQUARES METHOD OF THE INFINITE DIMENSIONAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
1. Problem statement Let (Q,TTl, P) be the probability space oil which all considered below random variables are defined.
Assume that (Y^) is a sequence of random variables with values in a Hilbert space H, depending in some special may on an unknown parameter aQ which is to be estimated, aQ is the fixed point in a given subset A of a metric space X. Let (G^Ca)) be a sequence of random variables in H, defined for any a e A. Therefore there are given random operators G^ : A --H; k -1 11 • The estimation problem is now as follows -to construct a sequence (aQ) such that the estimator aQ of the parameter aQ depends only on the random variables Y^,...,! and random operators G^ ,...,Gnj n = 1,2,... .
The sequence of estimators (an) should possess the most often required statistical properties, i.e. consistency and asymptiotical unblasy.
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It is remarkable that the problem stated above is important from a practical point of view. We can interpret the paths of the process (Y^) as our measurements data. They often consist of the mathematical model of the real process (G^Ca^) depending on an unknown infinite dimensional parameter and additive random disturbances which probabilistic distributions are not known exactly. Then the leastsquares method is often used in the same way as in the finite dimensional case.
But statistical properties of the obtained estimators can be not satisfactory. We shall show that under some assumptions imposed on the sequences (2^.), (G^ia)), acA, and modifying the method it is possible to improve them.
First let us recall the idea of the least -squares method in the finite dimensional case, when X = R^ (p>l) is an Euclidean space.
Let J n (a), a$A, denotes the random functional (least -squares functional based on the observations Y^,...,Y n ) of the form:
where the symbol || • || denotes the norm in the space H. The least -squares estimator a Q of the parameter a Q minimizes the functional J Q (a), aeA; n = 1,2,... . In some cases a^ are maximum likelihood estimators. Besides, if the operators G^, k = 1,2,..., are linear with respect to aeA, roe obtain in the evident form the sequence (a Q ) and it is possible to investigate its statistical properties immediately. In the general case, when X is a metric space we propose to minimize functionals J Q (a), aeA, on the suitably chosen precompact sets A^CA, n = 1,2,... j in order to obtain estimators at least consistent and asymptotical unbiased, provided some assumptions imposed on (Z^.), (G v ) are satisfied. We shall give an example indicating Therefore, due to (3), we have relations:
where the above random variables have values in the space H = L 2 (0,T). In this case the functionals J n (a) defined by (2) have the form:
Assume additionaly that a.6 Int A. where the given set A 2 is bounded and closed in 1 . Let (a Q ) be a sequence of random variables such that for any n: (6) J n (a n ) = min J Q (a).
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First we shall show that estimators a Q are unconsistent. After simple calculasions in view of (4), (5) we obtain:
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Introducing denotations
we ¿2 : a Q 6lnt A, VJ n (a Q ) = oj,
we have
Taking into account that = 0» ™s see that the coordinates of a Q satisfy the following equations for co € B Q D= I J " ¿n a n T riifii-^iE/vo«.
Hence we obtain for utB [1 ^ P
Let us denote by ^ n "the right hand side of the last equality. Now due to the independence of the processes Z k (t), t e (0,T), k = 1,2,..., and to the form of the following expectations:
we obtain that
In view of the assumption that a Q 6 Int A the following inequality holds for any u> e D n Assume that for the given set A of admissible parameters there exists a sequence of subsets A^C A, n = 1,2,..,, such that for any e > 0 and any natural n there exists a finite t -net K^ of the set A^. The number of elements of K_ , will be denoted by l(n,e). Besides, assume that for any natural n there exists a random variable a Q with values in A n ,. which minimizes the functional J a (a) on the set A n . This means that we have (11) J n( a n ) = min J n( a ) ( mod p )« n x 1 » 2 »»»» • aeAn -11>6 -
Modified least -squares method 9
Theorems given below show that under some natural assumptions imposed on the random variables S Q (a), M^a), a e A, and the properties of the sets n = 1,2,..., the sequence of estimators (a n ), defined by (11), converges, as n-oo, to a Q , in the appropriate probability sense. Under the conditions la -If the sequence (a Q ) is a consistent sequence of estimators of the parameter a 0 . Consequently we have P -11m d(a n , a Q ) = 0.
n-oo Proof. Relations (11) defining the random variables a Q are equivalent to the inequalities« n W^n J n (a) (mod P), aeA, n=1,2,....
Hence due to the definition (10) we obtain the following inequalities holding for any aeA S n (a Q ) ^ S n (a) + 2M Q (a n ) -21^(a) (mod P), n = 1,2, Due to the condition la there exists a sequence (a^), such that a 0 n 6 A n and ' lim d(a 0 n ,a 0 ) = 0.
n-«» Therefore the following relations hold (12) S n (a n )^S n (a 0 n ) + 2M a (a n ) -2M n (a 0 n ) (mod P), n=1,2,... Let us suppose that (a^) is not a consistent sequence of estimators of the parameter a Q .
Then there exist positive rumbers e Q , S 0 and "a subsequence (n^) of the natural numbers such that
Hence due to the condition Ie the following inequalities are satisfied
for some S Q > 0 and sufficienthy large k" Hence the sequence (S n (a Q )) does not converge to zero in probability. Now it suffices to show that it is in contradiction with assumed conditions. Due to Id, If we obtain respectively P -lim^CaA) =0, P -limS Q (a 0 Q ) = 0.
Prom the inequalities (12) it suffices to prove that
Let 6 , t t 2 be any fixed positive numbers. Denote the elements of the set E: by a 1 : i = 1,2,...; n = 1,2,... where a^ e A Q and lim d(a 0 ,a o n ) = 0. n--oo Let € be any fixed positive number. Due to the conditions lib, lie there exists t (<5)>0, such that for any 0<c<e (6) and n>N(5, t) the following relations are satisfied e KM^ E K (a n(c)> -+ B IVVe) ) l < I (n, 0y n < <5 , where ( a n ([)) denotes the sequence of random variables introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.
Hence due to lie, Ilf we obtain respectively the convergence to zero of the sequences (E|M Q (a Q )|), (EiM^iaJ 1 ) | ), (ES Q (aJ 1 )) f and in the consequence the sequence (ES n (a Q )), due to the inequalities (15). Remarks: 1. Precompactness of the sets A^c Aj n=1,2,.,.; and the condition la implies the restriction imposed on the set of admissible parameters A. Namely it must contain a subset dense and at most countable.
2. It follows immediately from the method of the proofs, that the proposition of Theorem 1 (Theorem 2) holds, if the condition la is satisfied and there .exists a sequence of positive numbers such that conditions lb -If (lib -Ilf) hold for ,.S n (a) = ^S^a), \(a) s^M^a), a 6 A, n=1,2,... .
The above conditions, according to properties of may indicate weaker restrictions imposed on the sequence of operators (G^) and stronger ones on the sets A Q ; n=1,2^....
In example from section II we can check by simple calculasions that the conditions discussed above are satisfied for lim /i n y n '(n, e) = 0 , n--oo where i(n t c) is e net of the set A^. One can change the assumptions of the above theorems in such a way that they can be immediately formulated in terms of random variables Z^G^ia), a 6 A, k = 1,2 t ... . Roughly speaking assumptions put on S n (a) (or immediately on G^ia), aeA) assures that the parameter a Q is distinguishable in the set A of admissible parameters. The assumptions imposed on M^a) (or immediately on Z^) are satisfied if the random variables Z^, k = 1,2,..., satisfy some kind of the law of large numbers.
As it has been shown if the constraints A Q (in the minimization problem (l)) are suitably chosen (the choice must depend on the number of observations and the rapidness with which the average noises . M^a) converge to zero) and under the assumptions mentioned above the obtained estimators possess good statistical properties.
